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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
LUBBOCK DIVISION
LEONID GOLDSTEIN
Plaintiff

v.
CLIMATE ACTION NETWORK, CERES INC.,
ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS FUND INC., GENERATION
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LLP, FORD FOUNDATION, THE
PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS, GREENPEACE INTERNATIONAL
CORP., ENVIRONMENTAL GRANTMAKERS ASSOCIATION CORP.,
THE CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY CORP.,
THE SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION CORP., WORLD WIDE FUND
FOR NATURE TRUST, US CLIMATE ACTION NETWORK CORP.,
GLOBAL CALL FOR CLIMATE ACTION CORP., GENERATION
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT US LLP, ALLIANCE FOR CLIMATE
PROTECTION CORP., FENTON COMMUNICATIONS CORP.,
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND INC., GREENPEACE INC., GREENPEACE
FUND INC., FRIENDS OF THE EARTH INTERNATIONAL CORP.,
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH US CORP., FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
(ACTION) INC., ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND INC.,
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE ACTION FUND CORP., NATURAL
RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL INC., NRDC ACTION FUND
CORP., SIERRA CLUB CORP., EARTHJUSTICE CORP., THE UNION
OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS INC., THE PEW MEMORIAL TRUST,
J. HOWARD PEW FREEDOM TRUST, MABEL PEW MYRIN TRUST,
J.N. PEW JR. CHARITABLE TRUST, THE JOHN D. AND CATHERINE
T. MACARTHUR FOUNDATION, THE WILLIAM & FLORA
HEWLETT FOUNDATION, THE DAVID AND LUCILE PACKARD
FOUNDATION, TIDES FOUNDATION CORPORATION, TIDES
CENTER CORPORATION, CLIMATEWORKS FOUNDATION, THE
ENERGY FOUNDATION, and JOHN AND JANE DOES 1-99
Defendants
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INTRODUCTION
This Brief accompanies the Response/Opposition to the Motions to Dismiss filed by the Additional
Defendants, having joined a Motion to Dismiss #39 and the Brief #40 by the Certain Defendants. The
Certain Defendants together with WWF-US and the Additional Defendants will be referred to herein as
the “Moving Defendants.”
I adopt by reference Brief #55, accompanying my Response-Opposition #54 to Motions to Dismiss by
Certain Defendants (MTD #39) and WWF-US (MTD #36). As defined above, the term “Moving
Defendants” in the adopted Brief #55 encompasses all the Defendants, whose Motions to Dismiss are
currently pending. I adopt by reference also my Response-Opposition #24 to an earlier WWF-US
Motion.
Exception:
The sentence “The Moving Defendants do not conduct any legal business …” (Brief #55, p. 20) does not
apply to the Defendant Fenton Communications. Nevertheless, Fenton Communications’ association
with other Defendants to advance the goals of the Climate Alarmism Enterprise is not an ordinary
business, and the argument in the text fully applies to Fenton Communications.

I.

Requests under Rules 12(b)(2) and (3) shall be Denied

In addition to what is said in the corresponding section of Brief #55, at least Defendants CAN, USCAN,
WWF-US, Ceres, Sierra Club F, Greenpeace, FOE, UCS, EDF, NRDC, Earthjustice, and Tides solicited and
received substantial donations from the residents of Texas, and especially from the Northern District of
Texas. Fenton Communications aided some other Defendants, including MacArthur Foundation,
Hewlett Foundation, and Packard Foundation in their activities in or against Texas, including the
Northern District of Texas. The rest of the Moving Defendants also aided, advised, and/or benefitted
from these activities.

II.

Plausible, well-pleaded, and sufficiently stated Claims

The Moving Defendants make mockery of the First Amendment, by invoking it after many years of
attempting to suppress the speech of their opponents in collusion with multiple government officials,
and even foreign powers. They would not have been able to achieve that without bribing multiple
officials. These actions are properly alleged, and the evidence will be submitted in the proper time.
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The damages that I suffered in my business due to actions of the Moving Defendants (including as
stated in Brief #55, Section IV, subsection C; and Affidavit #55-1, section VI) has only grown since the
date of filing Brief #55 (11/02/2016) since I have not been gainfully employed, have not received any
business, and have not had any other income since that time.
A complaint shall survive a motion to dismiss under Rule 12 (b)(6) if the plaintiff alleges facts that state
a claim to relief that is plausible on its face and that, if accepted as true, are sufficient to raise a right to
relief above the speculative level. Both direct or inferential allegations shall be considered. (Eidson v.
Tenn. Dep't of Children's Servs., 510 F.3d 631, 634 (6th Cir.2007)).
The current Complaint fully satisfies this test. The Complaint alleges at least two predicate offenses,
committed by each of the Moving Defendants in the ten years prior to the date of filing, related to
each other, and constituting a pattern of racketeering activity. The Moving Defendants are correct in
noting that some illegal acts were alleged against “Defendants” without specifying which of them
committed them. I do not always know which Defendant committed what illegal activities, when,
where, and why. Most facts on these activities are in possession of the Defendants. Each Defendant is
in a better position to affirm or deny those allegations. Nevertheless, even when offenders are not
specified by names, they are some of the Defendants, and the alleged acts were aided, counseled,
commanded, procured, or willfully caused to be done by the rest of the Defendants, alleged to have
been participating in the Climate Alarmism Enterprise in the time when the act was committed. Thus,
all Defendants are alleged to be indictable or chargeable for that act, adding to determination of the
pattern of racketeering activity. According to the Complaint, all the Defendants have been
participating in the Climate Alarmism Enterprise since at least 2008.
The Brief #40 incorrectly states that the Complaint alleges successful embezzlement of trillions of
dollars, when in fact it allows (and hopes) that only attempt of embezzlement at such scale happened
(para 144).

Predicate Acts and Pattern of Racketeering are Pleaded Well regarding each Defendant
Even if some predicate acts by the Defendants are not well-pleaded, the Complaint describes at least
two well-pleaded predicate acts, related to each other and to the alleged criminal enterprise and
committed within ten years ending by the date of filing the Complaint, for each Defendant. Thus, a
pattern of racketeering activity in connection to the alleged Climate Alarmism Enterprise is wellpleaded for each and every Defendant. Examples from the Complaint:
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Para 96 reads: “On multiple occasions since 1996, Greenpeace and some other Defendants

retaliated against these and other witnesses by damaging tangible property of ExxonMobil and
other companies, which the Defendants believed to have been ‘linked’ to the witnesses.”
This paragraph alone is a well pleaded allegation of multiple acts of retaliation against witnesses,
establishing a pattern of racketeering activity.


Para 104 reads: “As an additional example of witness tampering, in December 2015,

Greenpeace targeted distinguished physicist William Happer the day before he was to testify to
Congress on CO2. Attempting to intimidate and discredit Dr. Happer, Greenpeace engaged in a pretextual email contact in which it [Greenpeace] impersonated a representative of a Middle Eastern
fossil fuel company and offered to hire Dr. Happer to write a paper to support their CO 2 position. …
Dr. Happer asked for no remuneration … Ignoring this impeccable exchange, the evening before he
was to testify, Greenpeace attempted to intimidate Dr. Happer by threatening to publish a story
about him and ‘how fossil fuel companies are able to pay academics to produce research which is
of benefit to them.’ Of course, his exchange showed no such thing and, in fact, reflected the
opposite. When he testified anyway, Greenpeace carried out its threat … Greenpeace then publicly
confronted Dr. Happer in Congress as he sat for testimony by loudly repeating these slanderous
charges before being forcibly removed from the chamber.”
This paragraph alone describes at least three cases of tampering with witness, committed by
Greenpeace over a period of less than two weeks, completely establishing a pattern of racketeering
activity by Greenpeace.


Participation of Greenpeace in USCAN and CAN-I allows to infer to USCAN and CAN-I aided,

counseled, or commanded these offenses.


Para 47 allows to infer that Defendants WWF, Tides, and Packard Foundation aided or procured

these offenses by directly funding Greenpeace; Defendants RBF, Ford Foundation, Pew Trusts,
Hewlett Foundation, MacArthur Foundation, Energy Foundation, and Sierra Club aided or procured
these offenses by indirectly funding Greenpeace through Tides.


Para 79-86: “Since at least 2004, the Defendants and their marketing accessories compiled and

published on the Internet databases and lists of scientists, who testified or were expected to testify
in official proceedings adversely to the Defendants’ interests (the ‘Target Lists’). As of the date of
this filing, [the] Defendants and their marketing accessories continue to publish, expand, market,
and promote these Target Lists. … On their highly trafficked websites, Defendants and their
accomplices placed calls for action next to the names and libelous characterizations of their victims.
… some individuals on the Target List of desmogblog.com are: Ivar Giaever, a Nobel Prize Laureate
5
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in Physics; Frederick Seitz, a distinguished physicist, and former President of the National Academy
of Science; and Fred Singer, a distinguished physicist, the founder of the National Weather Satellite
Service; and so on. … The Target List of desmogblog.com was referred and linked to in publicly
broadcasted calls to murder individuals on that list.”
These paragraphs alone describe multiple acts of retaliation and tampering with the witness,
establishing a pattern of racketeering activity by all Defendants.


Para 119-134 describe (probably with excessive details) misadventures of Michael Mann,

including him making materially false statements and presenting false evidence in two testimonies
before Congress. These paragraphs also mention various rewards, both financial and non-financial,
received by Mann for these actions from some Defendants. Not all Defendants who gave those
rewards are known and listed in the Complaint. Nevertheless, the Complaint allows to infer that
Defendants USCAN, CAN-I, WWF, Greenpeace, NRDC, and EDF, being observer members of IPCC,
are among those who gave those bribes to Mann. Defendant Fenton Communications is explicitly
mentioned for providing “in kind” remuneration to Mann (para 134).


Para 137-139 describe in-kind “gifts”, given by the Defendants Sierra Club to Representative

Grijalva (D-AZ) as inducement and/or remuneration for his harassment of seven distinguished
scientists for their testimonies before Congress. These paragraphs alone sufficiently plead multiple
counts of bribery and tampering with witnesses, committed by Sierra Club.


Para 140-141 describe facts showing similar bribery by Sierra Club of Kamala Harris, then AG of

California and US Senator.


Para 47 allows to infer that Defendants RBF, Macarthur Foundation, Hewlett Foundation,

Energy Foundation, and Tides aided or procured these offenses by directly funding Sierra Club;
Defendants Ford Foundation, Pew Trusts, Packard Foundation, ClimateWorks Foundation, and
Sierra Club aided or procured these offenses by funding Sierra Club through Tides and/or Energy
Foundation.


Para 150 describes participation of Defendants WWF, FOE, NRDC, EDF, UCS, and Sierra Club in

the “Ceres Coalition”. Combined with the description of Ceres activities, it is enough to infer
participation of these Defendants in multiple acts of embezzlement from pension funds.
•

The Complaint states claims for retaliation against witnesses by the Defendants in violation of

18 U.S.C. § 1513(b)(1):
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by compiling lists of the witnesses and persons related or believed to be related to the
witnesses, disseminating these lists worldwide and calling on third parties to take action
against those witnesses (para 79-83, 93); and

-

by damaging tangible property of third parties, linked or believed to be linked to witnesses,
with intent to retaliate against those witnesses (para 96). The Complaint also states claims for
conspiracy to retaliate in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1513(f).

•

Sufficient facts of witness tampering under 18 U.S.C. § 1512 are provided, including names of at

least eight witnesses with whom the Defendants tampered (para 104, 138-139), ways of tampering
(para 78-86, 91-98, 104, 106-107, 138-139) and approximate times. The official proceedings were
identified by the subject matter (climate change & carbon dioxide), and are known to the
Defendants (para 139) or can be easily determined by them.
•

I am named as a potential witness (para 13), and a victim of witness tampering (The Complaint,

para 172-175; Affidavit #55-1, section VI).

Failure by the Defendants to offer an alternative explanation
In determining plausibility of allegations, courts should rely on “judicial experience and common
sense.” One particularly common use of "judicial experience and common sense" is to justify courts'
imagining obvious, alternative, lawful explanations for the alleged conduct that it considers at least as
plausible as an explanation involving illegality. Where such alternative explanations exist, it is less likely
that the complaint "allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for
the misconduct alleged." Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1950. Twombly directly endorsed this practice by
discounting the likelihood of an antitrust conspiracy because, in light of industry history and "the
considered view of leading commentators," the parallel conduct alleged had an "obvious alternative
explanation." Thus, it is responsibility of the moving party to offer possible alternative explanation,
possibly by citing industry-related case law or views of legal commentators.
The Complaint described in details facts (para 1-6, 45, 50-55, 64-70, 73-75, 91-94), allowing to infer
that the Defendants have indeed created an extremely dangerous criminal enterprise, threatening the
rule of law, the economic infrastructure, and the social fabric itself. The Complaint also alleges that the
Defendants continue to manage and operate this criminal enterprise. Nevertheless, none of the
pending Motions suggested or even hinted of an alternative explanation to the sets of facts, laid out in
the Complaint. Insults and cries “conspiracy theory” do not count as an alternative explanation.
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Pending Motions to Dismiss Lack Particularity

Motion to dismiss must state grounds for dismissal with particularity. The Defendants are very diverse,
and the Complaint alleges different facts for different Defendants, including specialized roles in the
criminal enterprise, multiple types financial relations with other Defendants, different timing of joining
the alleged criminal enterprise, and various roles in specific acts of misconduct, and predicate offenses,
committed by only some Defendants. But the Moving Defendants (except for WWF-US, WWF-Intl, and
CGBD) joined the same Motion #39 and the same Brief #40, and did not address specific facts and
allegations against them. Even those Moving Defendants that filed separate briefs did not attempt to
differentiate themselves from the rest. Motion for dismissal under Rule 12(b)(5) is not a differentiator,
since it is directed to the service of process, rather than allegations in the Complaint. Thus, all Moving
Defendants failed to state grounds for dismissal of the Complaint with particularity, and their motions
shall be denied. Even worse, such reluctance of the Defendants to differentiate between themselves is
a strong indicator of belonging to an organized criminal enterprise. It looks like the Defendants are
bound by some code of silence (like omerta), that prevents them from defending themselves
individually out of fear that such defense would expose other Defendants. In simple words, the
Defendants do not want to “rat” on their accomplices.

IV.

Additional Reasons to Deny Motion by CGBD

CGBD promotes itself as “an organization that has a vision to support a just, healthy, and sustainable
future for all life on earth through an effective philanthropic sector,” but acts in the exactly opposite
way.
CGBD presented matters outside of the pleadings in its motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), such as
a link to a file on the Environmental Protection Agency website
(https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-08/documents/climate_indicators_2016.pdf) This
document is a typical trash, manufactured to support the Climate Alarmism Enterprise agenda. This is
not surprising, given that it originates in EPA, and relies on opinions of authors who received and/or
continue to receive money from Defendants. For example, the first author in the first reference (p. 82)
is J.M. Melillo, a Science Director of the Climate Communication, funded by the Defendant RBF
(https://www.climatecommunication.org/who-we-are/about-us/ or https://archive.is/zuTBf) J.M.
Melillo is also linked to the Defendant UCS. As noted in the original complaint, the Defendant RBF is a
member in the Defendant CGBD, and the Defendant UCS is a recipient of funds from members of the
Defendants CGBD. In 2011-2014 (through at least May 6th, 2014), J.M. Melillo was the Chair of the
8
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Federal National Climate Assessment and Development Advisory Committee (NCADAC)
(http://s3.amazonaws.com/nca2014/low/NCA3_Full_Report_0a_Front_Matter_LowRes.pdf?download
=1 or http://www.webcitation.org/6nZVTOM09). J.M. Melillo has been a Science Director of the
Climate Communication since at least April 3rd, 2014
(http://web.archive.org/web/20160403021412/https://www.climatecommunication.org/who-weare/staff/)
These facts suggest that:
a) J.M. Melillo was a high ranking federal official on payroll of the Defendant Rockefeller Brothers
Fund (RBF).
b) CGBD was unable to find a recent climate change policy document without obvious signs of
corruption by the Defendants itself, RBF, and other accomplices in the Climate Alarmism
Enterprise.
Brief #91 is a recapitulation of all refuted points of Brief #40 by other Defendants. It misrepresents the
Complaint, and shares the spirit of Brief #40 by citing cases in a misleading way. For example,
Patterson v. Mobil Oil Corp., 335 F.3d 476, 492 n. 16 (5th Cir. 2003) suggests neither that a plaintiff
must list damages nor that a plaintiff has to indicate “amount for which each defendant is allegedly
liable,” as CGBD insinuates on p. 16 of Brief #91. Patterson v. Mobil is based on allegations of fraud,
related to employees’ insurance, and the decision reminds us that “RICO is targeted primarily at
organized crime” – such as the Climate Alarmism Enterprise, in which all the Defendants are currently
engaged.
Finally, CGBD was not granted a leave to exceed the page limit. Nevertheless, it incorporated into its
18-page Brief #91 a separate Motion #39, accompanied by a 37-page Brief filed by its co-defendants.
Thus, CGBD filed a 55-page Brief, more than twice the allowed page limit. This is another reason to
deny CGBD Motion to Dismiss #90.

V.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons and other consideration of the law and justice, I respectfully request that
this Court denies all the Motions to Dismiss by all Moving Defendants, and provides me all other relief,
in law or in equity, to which I am justly entitled.
Dated January 18, 2016.
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/s/ Leonid Goldstein
Leonid Goldstein, pro se
12501 Tech Ridge Blvd., #1535
Austin, TX 78753
(408) 921-1110
ah@defyccc.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on November January 18, 2016, I caused the foregoing document to be electronically
transmitted to the Clerk of the Court using the ECF system for filing. A Notice of Electronic Filing was
transmitted to all ECF registrants.

/s/ Leonid Goldstein
Leonid Goldstein, pro se
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